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Texas Vs. The World Strikes Back
The SA and ONE Raise Funds For Filipino Tsunami Victims
MELISSA MCDONALD
assistant copy editor
The Student Association and
ONE, a student-led service
organization, are sponsoring the second Texas vs. the
World fundraiser, the Sandali
Project, April 2-4.
Money raised will benefit
Christians in the Philippines
who are assisting those affected
by recent tsunamis. The moner.
will go to churches to help
rebuild cities and restructure
houses.

ONE vice president, junior
Rob Scott, said the goal of the
fundraiser is $2,000-3,000.
"I think the student body
will be able to exceed that goal,"
Scott said.
Used T-shirts have been collected this week and T-shirts will
be sold beginning April 2 for
$5; this aspect encompasses a
friendly competition between
Harding students from Texas vs.
students from other states and
countries co see which group
will raise the most money.
Whoever donates the most

used T-shirts in the name of
"Texas" or "Everybody Else"
will be able to purchase the
most shirts.
Scott said the T-shirt donation is a way for the students
to participate in the competition even more.
"We know you don't need
another shirt, so if you give us
ones you don't use, we'll give
you it back with the symbol
that best represents where
your pride is,'' Scott said.
Girls' clubs will be hosting
a bake sale next week to raise

money as well. Participating
clubs are Chi Kappa Rho,
Delta Gamma Rho, Gata,
Regina and Shancih.
Senior Beth Spillman, service
project director for Shancih,
said she remembers the great
things accomplished with the
Umoja Project, the first Texas
vs. the Worldfundraiser, three
years ago.
"It was amazing that the
whole campus was involved
and all the money chat was
raised," Spillman said.
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see SANDALi page 3A

Students Assist Dunlas
Volunteers
Comfort
Tornado

Victims

Battle Of The
Bands Rocks
The Warehouse
MICHELLE GREER
student reporter

HEATHER BROWNING
editor in chief
ile the
majority of
Harding
students
were taking advantage of the opportunity to sleep in well past time
for 9 a.m. chapel, one group
of Harding students willingly
gave up this extra bit of sleep
to help those in need.
Volunteers from College
Church of Christ, along
with a number of Harding
students and faculty, traveled
to Dumas, Ark., on Saturday
to participate in disaster relief
efforts in the town devastated by tornadoes nearly one
month ago.
An F-3 tornado, with
winds reaching up to 200
mph, and a second smaller
tornado ripped through
Dunm on Feb. 24, destroying numerous homes and
25 businesses and causing damage to many other
structures in the area. Federal
authorities refused Gov. Mike
Beebe's request for a federal
disaster declaration and aid,
despite extensive damage to
the town.
With the aid of the Long
Street Church of Christ in
Dumas, which is serving as
headquarters for the Churches of Christ Disaster Relief
Inc. in the area, volunteers
helped several homeowners
pick up trash and debris from
their yards, re-roofed homes
and cut down trees.
Dr. Bryan Burks, dean
of the College of Business
Administration, said the trip

CRAIG RAINBOLT/The Bison

Dr. Bryan Burks, dean of the College of Business Administration, rakes debris from a Dumas, Ark.,
home Saturday during a disaster relief trip to the area. Many homes and businesses in Dumas were
destroyed by tornadoes that hit the area Feb. 24.
to Dumas served as an excellent opportunity for people
of all ages to come together to
help those in need. Burks and
his wife Laura brought their

three children with them to
participate in the relief work.
"God has called us to
serve others. Whether you are
9 years old like my youngest

son, a 19 year old or a retired
professor, we are all called to
serve others who are in need,"
Burks said.
see DUMAS page 3A

The annual Battle of the
Bands will be returning tonight
at 7 p.m. at Warehouse 2156
and will cost $2 or free with
the PASS.
Corey McEntyre, director of
the Campus Activities Board, has
been heading up the planning
of this year's event with help
from the other CAB directors
and the SA.
McEntyre said the main change
this year to the atmosphere of
the Battle of the Bands is the
concert venue.
Previously the Battle of the
Bands had been held at the fair
grounds and in the Administration Auditorium, but this year
McEntyre opted for a more
intimate space.
According to McEntyre,
Warehouse 2156 is a small
venue and has a capacity of
approximately 400.
" 1 don't want people to
stand at the back of the room,"
McEntyre said. "I want people
to go up to the front with the
bands. I want it to be a night
of rock, and not have people
be bored."
The venue will be an open
room without chairs. This is
in effort to encourage crowd
participation and allow chem
to move closer co the stage,
McEntyre said.
Warehouse 2 156 is owned
and operated by senior Brian
McNabb and is located off ofE.
Race Ave. past Berryhill Park and
behind O'Reilly Auto Parts.
"It is a small [venue] atmosphere where it doesn't have to
be a ton of people," McNabb
said. "You can get a more collective experience musically, and

"I don't want people to stand
at the back of the room. I want
people to go up to the front
with the bands. I want it to be
a night of rock and not have
people be bored."

COREY MCENTYRE
director of the campus activities board
it will be a lot louder."
Each year, the Battle of the
Bands brings out approximately
250 to 300 students. An average of 10 bands play at this
event, which lasts about three
hours.
By hosting m any different
events throughout the year,
t he CAB is trying to show
the students that they care,
McEntyre said.
"I want to have a great event,"
McEntyre said. "I want a lot of
people to show up, and if the
people do come, that means that
I have done my job well. "
Some of the bands that will
be performing will be Goodbye
Design, AK and the 47s and
Andy Sawyer and Stephen
Sawyer.
Stephen Sawyer said he does
not have the typical show lined up
for the Battle of the Bands.
''Andy and l are planning
something different," Sawyer
said. "I have the program
FruityLoops. It's a program
that has different sound editing. As of now, we will have
a computer .on stage. Andy
will play drums, and 1 will
play guitar. We will play ont>
original song and three cover
songs."
The show will concludt>
with a performance by Wareh ouse 2156's house ban d,
Archimedes.

Economics Team Wins SIFE Regionals
ASHTON REELY
assistant news editor
The Harding University
Students in Free Enterprise team
earned regional championship
honors at the Southeastern
Regional SIFE competition
held in Nashville, Tenn. on
M arch 22-23.
The economics team defeated
colleges from Alabama, Arkansas,
Louisiana, Georgia and Mississippi to take the regional title
and received national finalist
nods in two competitions.
Junior Stewart Riggs said the
team's hard work and dedica-

tion paid off and said the team's
national finalist status is a result
of the ethical training Harding
has provided.
"The two individual topics
we were finalist for are free
market economics and business
ethics," Riggs said. "This should
come as no surprise because
COBA and Harding are built
on ethics."
The team presented a detailed,
multi-media presentation, composed ofmore than 30 projects and
programs, to a panel of business
leaders. Their entry, "Getting
Personal - The Human Side
of Free Enterprise," explored a
three-step approach to achieving

their goal: getting personal with
teammates, getting personal with
audiences and caking personal
responsibility.
. The team organized projects
and demonstrations within the
categories of market economics,
success skills, entrepreneurship,
financial literacy and business
ethics.
Junior Jena Landis said she
understands the importance of
making business personal and
appreciates the valuable business
skills she has gained as part of
the team.
"Our projects provide a
service to the community,"
Landis said. " It gives team

members an opportunity to
build business relationships
along with organizational and
planning skills."
The team will present
their project at the SIFE
USA National Exposition on
May 6-9 in Dallas.
Senior Matthew Swindle,
co-captain of the team, said
he thinks their showing at the
regional competition was their
best so far, but he hopes the
presentation will be even more
effective at nationals.
"We hope to spread the understanding offree enterprise and
capitalism and their advantages
over other economic systems,"

"Our projects provide a
service to the community.
It gives team members an
opportunity to build business
relationships along with
organizational and planning
skills."

JENA LANDIS
junior

Swindle said. "Our projects focus
on the importance of incentives
and personal responsibility within
economics. We demonstrate
how capitalism is best suited
to efficiently allocate resources
and provide quality goods and

services as opposed co communism and socialism."
Members of this year's economics team are seniors Matt
Swindle, Tara Skelley and Chris
Cochran, juniors Elisa Garcia,
Stewart Riggs, Jena Landis and
Michael Crouch, and sophomores Chris Jordan and Katrina
Johns. They are sponsored by
Dr. Don Diffine, professor of
economics, and Samuel Moore
Walton, fellow and director of
the Belden Center for Private
Enterprise Education.
Since 19 75 , Hardin g
SIPE teams have tallied 24
regional victories and six national first-place championships.
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Forgetting the Post

don't even pretend to
imagine the intense
feelings that were going through her mind
as she sat in my office
and searched for the words
to tell her story. Her air of,
"'I'm going to be just fine" and arrested. Another case
was betrayed by the tears of justice prevailing? Not
she was desperately trying to quite!
hold back. Finally the words
The prosecuting attorney
exploded from her lips as she told her she had no case; it
said some of the most dread- was simply "her word against
ed words a young lady could his" even with the findings
utter, "I've be\!n raped!"
from her exam at the hospiAs her story unfolded, the tal. Besides, she had been a
extreme injustice that had doper and an alcoholic, she
been done to her became had been in trouble with the
painfully clear. She had_been law before, and frankly, she
both an alcohol and drug wasn't high on their priority
abuser, had been in trouble list. She has been left viowith the law in the past, had
lated, humiliated,
been through rehab
hurting, and seriseveral times, had Jesus didn't look ously doubting if
down on people
seen a lot of the ugly
there is justice in
because of their
side of life for such
this world. How
pasts.
a girl so young, but
different
would
was now clean and
the attitude and
sober.
action of Jesus
She was determined to been in this situation? Jesus
overcome the demons that didn't look down on people
had plagued her throughout because of their pasts, he promost of her teenage years. vided them with the opporThis tim'e she was going to tunity for a new beginning,
make it. She had enrolled in a fresh start, a clean slate. In
college and was doing well. fact, Jesus was so involved in
She had traded in her friends the lives of people who failed
who were such bad influ- miserably he was accused of
ences for new friends who being one of them. He was
were trying to do right and even called the friend of sinwho were encouraging her ners. No doubt the statement
to do so as well. She was not
was intended as a slur, but
only attending AA and NA I believe Jesus took it as a
meetings, she was doing so compliment. Jesus was much
well that she had been asked more concerned about helpto be in charge of some of ing people who really needthe meetings. It was in that ed it than he was about the
setting that she became ac- people who claimed to be requainted with a man who ligious but wouldn't get their
was also struggling with de- hands dirty.
mons of his own. When he
1 Peter 2:2 1 says, "Jesus
asked to talk with her pri- left us an example that we
vately, it didn't seem out of should walk in His steps."
order at all. Normally she Perhaps we need to think
wouldn't have considered about this the next time we
meeting with him privately, are tempted to look down
but in her eagerness to help our noses at people who have
she paid little attention to been in trouble and aren't
the bad vibes she felt for a what we would call the cream
fleeting moment. The AA of society. In Matthew 9: 13,
meeting was over, everyone Jesus said he didn't come to
else was gone and before she call the righteous to repenknew it, he had overpowered tance but sinners. If we are
her and raped her. She had really trying co walk in the
not been doing anything steps of Jesus we will get our
that would have caused him hands dirty.
"Righteous"
to think this kind of advance people may even talk abo ut
was welcome; she just want- us. But the bottom line is,
. ed to help him. H e took if it isn't a C hristian's job to
immediate advantage of the reach out, to love people and
circumstances and raped to help them, whose job is
her. He then let her go with it? In John 13:35, Jesus said,
a sort of ominous warning, "By this shall all men know
"No one will believe you, you are my disciples, if you
it will be your word against have love one to another."
mine," and simply walked
H opefully, we will,. rememout the door.
ber this the next time we are
Even though she was tempted to turn away from a
badly shaken and humili- fellow student or friend who
ated, she had the presence is struggling and desperately
of mind to call the police. needs to feel the love and
She was taken immediately compassion ofJesus.
to the hospital for an examination . The police took her DR. LOU BUITTRFIELD is a professor in
statement, charges were filed the department of communication.
and in a few days the man He can be contacted at
was tracked down by police butterfield@harding.edu
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IN &OUT: NEWS TO KNOW
Bush's Spokesman's Cancer Returns

Judge Drops Suit Against Rumsfeld

White House press secretary
A federal judge dismissed a lawsuit on March 27 again~t
Tony Snow has suffered a recurformer Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld and threF
rence of the cancer he defeated
high-ranking U.S. military ofin 2005, White H ouse officials
ficials who were accused of igsaid.
noring allegations of U .S. solIn 2005, Snow went through
diers in Iraq and Afghanistan
surgery and chemotherapy for
torturing their prisoners .
colon cancer. Snow underwent
In a 58-page opinion, U.S .
surgery March 26 to remove
District Judge Thomas Hogan
what he thought to be a benign
said there was nothing in fedgrowth in his abdomen. Doceral case law rhat would allow
tors informed him that the can- SNOW
officials such as Rumsfeld to
cer had returned and that it had
be held responsible for actions
spread to his liver.
.
having to do with their govern- RUMSFELD
In a meeting with reporters, President Bush said Snow ment service.
intended to battle the disease like he did a few years ago.
Human
rights
groups
"His attitude is, one, that he is not going to let this whip brought the charges on behalf of nine former detainees
him, and he's upbeat," Bush said. "My attitude is that we who claimed to be subjected to "cruel, inhuman ·and deneed to pray for him, and for his family."
grading acts during their detentions."
.
At 51, Snow has not only been a spokesman for the
Human Rights First and },unerican Civil Liberties
White House, but also for cancer patients like Elizabeth Union represented the prisoners and said that government
Edwards, the wife of Democratic presidential hopeful officials failed to oversee the reports of abuse and torture.
John Edwards.
Hogan rejected the arguments on a number of legal
Dana Perino, the White House deputy press secretary, grounds, including the fact that the lawsuits would hamsaid everyone in the White House gains strength from his per the ongoing war on terror.
optimism.
"He cold me that he beat this thing before, and he inGore Challenges Congress On Climate
tends to beat it again," Perino said. "The ocher thing that
'
I
I would say about Tony Snow is that he doesn't skip a
Former vice president Al Gore presented his views on
beat."
global warming to two congressional panels.
:
Gore said that global climate change represents the most
TV Guide Launches Video Search Engine dangerous crisis in American history and that measure~
m ust be taken co deal with the
After 53 years of helping viewers navigate through thou- problem, such as an immedisands of TV shows, TV Guide now wants to do the same ate freeze on all new emissions
for Internet video.
from cars and power plants.
Gemstar-TV Guide InternaGore, whose documentary
tional Inc. will launch a test ver- on global warming won an
sion of an online video search Academy Award last month,
tool next month. The search tool testified before the House and
will allow viewers to find clips Senate committees. The apand full episodes of TV shows pearance drew international
that are now being posted on the media attention and spectaWeb. It will, instead of pulling tors.
GORE
up the thousands of user-genIn both hearings, Republierated videos, search Web sites can lawmakers criticized Gore,
from major networks to find the toughest coming from Sen. James M. lnhofe (R-Okla.~
network and original program- who said he believes the climate change is a hoax.
j
ming. ~The effort comes as a result
Gore recommended a ban on incandescent light bulbs'
of the popularity of sites such as YouTube, Revver and oth- raising the fuel -efficiency standards for cars and decreasini
ers that attract millions of visitors.
payroll taxes while increasing taxes on polluters. Gore sai
The company hopes to learn lessons that can be applied that almost all of these measures go well beyond anythin
later when video is delivered directly to TV sets through lawmak have contemplated so far.
J
high-speed foternet connections. Search tools for mobile
"This is not a normal time," Gore said. "We are facing
devices are also in the works.
planetary emergency."
J
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·Student Calls
For Darfur

Divestment
is oppressing black Africans in
favor
ofArab groups, according to
student reporter
the BBC. Human rights groups
While conflicts in the Darfur and the U.S . Congress have
region of Sudan continue to said genocide is taking place in
, persist, sophomore Ariana Darfur, and most groups blame
Homan-Cruz has called for the majority of the violence on
the Harding community to the Sudanese government, the
consider the situation in its BBC reported.
The conflict in Darfur pits
business practices.
Homan has become an advo- the Muslim, ethnically Arab
rcate for divestment in Sudan on government ofSudan against the
' Harding's campus. Divestment Muslim but ethnically African
is a process where individuals, groups of the Darfur region,
oi:ganizations ranging from reported the BBC. Another
business and universities to civil war in Sudan, between the
entire countries stop investing largely Muslim North and the
in companies to influence a mostly Christian and animist
situation. She said divestment South, has calmed over the
has helped end unjust situations past few years and is now being
in the past, citing South Africa's resolved by talks, according to
the BBC.
apartheid.
Homan said she has a special
"The Sudan Divestment
Task Force has made a list of connection to Darfur. Homan's
companies that they think paternal grandmother was a
warrant scrutiny," Homan said. member of the Chichimec, an
"One criteria of being on the indigenous people ofmodem-day
list is that a company can't be Mexico who were killed in large
doing significant good for the numbers by Europeans.
'"The knowledge ofthe history
general population."
On March 16 Reuters re- ofwhat happened in Mesoamerica
ported that China and Russia, has made the situation more
;i.long with various Arab and real to me," Homan said. "I've
CRAIG RAINBOLTfThe Bison
Muslim states, have urged the seen the long term effects of
United Nation's Human Rights the genocide that happened in Sophomore Nash Gammill throws debris from a Dumas, Ark. home onto a fire on Saturday. More than 60 volunteers traveled to Dumas to
Council to ignore a report by Latin America, which has made aid in relief efforts in the area devastated by tornadoes nearly a month ago.
a UN mission on the conflict me all the more determined
in Darfur. The government of to stop that from happening
Sudan, which the United States in Darfur."
Homan said students should
has condemned as supporting
"The people that are coping
jacks and electrical outlets.
church. If one of the people we
CONTINUED from page 1
genocide, would not grant invest wisely.
with
their losses and moving
student
volunteers
in
Dumas
finds
God,
it
Several
helped
"This
served
as
an
excellent
"Be discerning in what you
visas for the UN mission to
forward
with positive attitudes
will
be
worth
it."
who
were
unable
to
participate
opportunity
to
bring
all
of
invest in," Homan said. "If
visit Darfur.
are
the
ones
who have stored
in
spring
break
ca
mpaigns
Many
of
the
homeowners
these
groups
together
in
unity
While the UN report said a company is questionable,
their
treasures
in heaven and
said
the
service
were
present
working
along
side
done
by
those
of
service."
look
at
it
and
decide
if
that's
rebels were guilty ofsome crimes
not here on earth."
Burks said he was concerned on campaigns drove them to Harding volunteers to clean
against civilians, it reserved its something you can morally
that his youngest son would want to participate in this ser- up their property. Volunteers
strongest condemnation for the invest in.
ERIN STARNES
"Harding students and all have a difficult time with some vice opportunity. Junior Erin said the homeowners were very
government of Sudan, which
junior
has manifestly failed to protect individuals must care about of the manual labor, but wanted Starnes said she wanted to do gracious and appreciated all the
him and his other children to something for someone other help they were receiving.
• i the population and has itself Darfur because this is not
"[I] mainly helped a hom- university students worked
learn
from students who were than herself.
orchestrated and participated something someone else is going
"Over
spring
break,
I
went
on
who was about 60 years h ard, had excellent attitudes
eowner
time
to
help
willing
to
give
up
to
take
care
of,"
Homan
said.
in these crimes, according to
a cruise, and it was wonderful, old," Chandler said. "He had and a smile on their face."
the draft version of the report, "After Iraq, I don't see that a others.
Starnes said the experience
"I wanted my children to but I was hearing stories about lost his shed in his back yard
single country is going to do
according to Reuters.
work
sid e-by-side with the spring break campaigns and and we talked with him for a made her realize how insignificant
According to the BBC, an anything by themselves. I think
estimated 200,000 people have it's really up to individuals to student body from Harding how life changing they were," while and j ust tried to get to material possessions are and to
been killed in Darfur in the last divest because countries aren't University," Burks said. "The Starnes said. "I just felt like this know him a bit. He seemed like put value in the things that are
four years, and mote than 2 doing it on their own, and the university students are wonderful was a great opportunity to do a great guy who was handling truly important.
"This experience impacted me
million have been driven from United Nations is incapable examples of service to those in something for someone besides the fact that half ofhis property
was just destroyed' in stride. It in so many ways, but most all I
1their homes by rebels and govof acting as long as C hina is need. I was a little concerned mysel£"
Sophomore Chase Chandler really makes you realize h ow was humbled," Starnes said. " It
that my youngest son would
ernment-backed Arab militias. interfering."
said
he felt being able to aid God works and because ofwhat really made me stop and realize
Homan said China is part not be able to work much, but
Reuters reported that African
relief
efforts was a good way he has done for us, there is not how worthless things are. They
nations, including Nigeria and of the problem in blocking even h e got into the action.
to
share
the love of Christ with much that is important enough can literally disappear in seconds.
It
turned
into
a
big
treasure
Zambia, have joined with the UN decision on Darfur. "It's
to get us down."
the
people
of Dumas.
The people that are coping with
hunt
for
him
as
he
searched
United Stares and much ofEurope frustrating that one country
"I
participated
in
the
Dumas
Burks
said
the
student
voluntheir losses and moving forward
for
interesting
items."
in supporting the findings of a that's benefiting finan cially
trip
because
I
felt
it
was
a
good
teers
did
a
wonderful
job
serving
positive attitudes are the
with
Items
found
by
volunteers
UN mission to Darfur which can prevent good from being
included a green Care Bear, way to help the people affected others and displayed excellent ones who have stored their
blamed the violence largely on done," Homan said.
treasures in heaven and not here
Homan said she heard about personal notes, a certificate of by the tornadoes," Chandler attitudes while working.
the government of Sudan.
"These are the kind of stu- on earth. Suddenly m y luggage
Dr. Inonge Mbikusita-Lewan- divestment when her mother merit for years ofservice to John said. "God presented us with an
ika, Ambassador of the Republic pointed out a newspaper article. Deere, as well as fragments and opportunity to go down there dents 1 want my children to that got lost over spring break
ofZambia to the United States, Armed with information from remains of homes such as phone and serve working through the be around," Burks said. "The . is not a big deal anymore."
during her address at Harding's the Sudan Divestment Task
•· Administration Auditorium on Force, Homan m ade an apMarch 20, spoke against the pointment to m eet with Dr.
government of Sudan but said Burks. They spoke for about
the African Union has done as 15 minutes about Sudan and CONTINUED from page 1
to p u t homework aside. It's
"It's a good event for every
will win is difficult.
much as it can, and assistance divestment. "He was very recepstudent to be involved in. It's
Freshman Emily Smith
"Th ey did so many dif- simple and easy to get people
another way to serve that we
from the international com- tive," Homan said. "I couldn't ferent things for the project to do it."
said the way the event is set
have hoped for better."
1munity is needed now.
S.A. president senior Tra- don't usually get fulfilled, either up could be beneficial to the
that I wanted to get my club
Dr~ Burks lo oked int o
through Harding in Action or
Sudan, the largest country
vis Eslinger said the event is
outcome.
involved [this year]."
in Africa, has been racked by Harding's investments and deBisons for Christ. "
"College students are always
Sophomore Heather New- beneficial to those involved,
multiple wars over the last several termined that Harding does not berry, service project director both at Harding and in the
about competition, so I think
TRAVIS ESLINGER
decades, according to the BBC. invest in any of the companies for Regin a, said abo u t 10 Philippines.
it's a good idea," Smith said.
student
association president
The conflict in Darfur, a region on the Sudan Divestment Task members of Regina have signed
"It's a good event for every
Sophomore Jacob Smith
in W estern Sudan, began in Force's list, Homan said.
said h e p lans on donating
up so far to participate in the student to be involved in,"
Homan said the next step bake sale.
early 2003 when a rebel group
Eslinger said. "I t's anoth er and a great way to support and buying T -shirts for the
'attacked government targets, is spreading the word about
event.
"It's a good opportunity to way to se rve that we don't o ur fellow Christians."
saying the region was being divestment and Sudan.
"It's a good way to raise
serve and h ave fun baking," usually get fulfilled, either
Many students are already
1neglected by the government,
"Harding's status of divest- N ewberry said. " It's good through Harding in Action planning on participating in the money for a good cause," Smith
ment will be important in that," b ecau se yo u do it in your or with Bisons for Christ. It's event, but predicting whether said. "But as for saying wh o
according to the BBC.
The rebels say the government Homan said.
own home and you don't have a unique outlook on service "Texas" or "Everyon e Else" w ill win, I can't say."

BRETT KELLER
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Musical Comedy Opens On Square
KATIE DEAR
student reporter

"I love to play roles where

"Musical Comedy Murders
of the I 940s"by John Bishop
is now showing at the Center
on the Square dinner theater
in downtown Searcy.
The show, produced by Lana
Hallmark, is set in Westchester, N.Y. during a blizzard.
The plot centers on a theater
production staff trapped in a
home with murderers among
them: a German maid, a New
York policeman, an Irish tenor,
a millionaire and a group of
fanatical show people. The play
includes classic mystery motifs
such as collections of stashed
bodies, hidden passageways
and tricky bookshelves.
"It is a challenging set full
of sliding panels and revolving
bookcases," Hallmark said.
"The story has one hilarious
plot twist after another."
The cast includes many
regular players to Center on the
Square including the director
of the business office, Molly
Noble. Noble plays songwriter
Bernice Roth, who is very
dramatic and drunk most of
the time.
Noble is not a stranger to
the stage. She has been on
stage singing since first grade,

I can make people laugh.
That is one of my greatest
pleasures-to make someone
laugh."

MOLLY NOBLE
director of the business office
and she started acting in plays
in high school at Harding
Academy.
"I love to play roles where
I can make people laugh,"
Noble said. "That is one of my
greatest pleasures-to make
someone laugh. I also enjoy
meeting fellow actors whom
I do not know."
"The characters are an assortment of oddball characters,"
Hallmark said. "Just like in
a game of 'Clue,' so we put
together a group of rather
mismatched actors who have
gelled into a great cast."
Dinner performances
are scheduled for the weekends of March 29-31 and
April 6-7 with dinner served
at 6:30 p .m. and the show
at 7:30 p.m. A matinee performance will be on Sunday
April 1 with lunch served at
12:30 p.m. and the show at
1:30. Reservations are avail-

photo courtesy of Center of the Square

Molly Noble, Bobby Pankey, Ann Nieto, Carson McGill, Heather Irwin and Neal Tate examine blueprints of the mansion where
their characters are staying to find secret passages. "Musical Comedy Murders of the 1940s" is running at Center on the Square in April.
able by contacting Center
on the Square in Searcy at
(501) 368-0111. Tickets for
dinner and the even~ng per-

formances are $27 general
admission and $24 for seniors.
The lunch and matinee tickets
are $24 general admission and

Study: Violent Games Improve Eyesight
LESLIE GILES
student reporter
A recent study found playing
highly active video games could
improve eyesight.
The study, published in the
January 2007 issue of Psychological Science, monitored a
group of 10 male non-gamer
college students who received 30
hours of training in first-person
shooter games. Another group of
I 0 students played Tetris. At the
end of the study the researchers
noticed a substantial increase
in the abilities of the subjects
who played the action games
to accurately perceive objects
in a cluttered space but not
in those who played the more
sedate Terris.
Daphne Bavelier, a professor
at the University of Rochester
and the study's author, said the
shooting games helped study
subjects improve their spatial
resolution. While some aspects
are affected by eye size and
shape, Bavelier said other eye

conditions are neural and can
be developed.
"When people play action
games, they're changing the
brain's pathway responsible for
visual processing," Bavelier said.
"These games push the human
visual system to the limits, and the
brain adapts to it. That learning
carries over into ocher activities
and possibly everyday life."
The study's finding suggests
that playing first-person shooter
games could be used as part of
rehabilitation therapy for people
with certain vision problems.
However, some psychologists
are concerned about the negative
effects of violent video games.
The American Psychological
Association said in an April 2000
press release that playing violent
video games could increase a
person's aggressive thoughts,
feelings and behavior. Researchers also said violent video games
were potentially more harmful
than violent movies or television
because the video games require
active participation rather than

passive observation.
GlenAdams, associate prob:>r
of psychology at Harding, said
parental control is an important
factor when talking about violence
in media.
"Violence is not a concept
that should be feared by parents; rather, parents should
equip children to control their
behavior, and they should teach
chat there should be appropriate consequences to wrongful
behavior," Adams said.
Adams said chikiren should
be taUght the distinction between
the virtual world and the real
world.
"If a child were to use a
'shooter' video game chat allowed
the child to shoot moving targets
that were objects with no implication that people were being
hurt, that would be distinctly
different than allowing a child
to play a 'shooter' video game
with clear implication ofpeople
being hurt," Adams said.
Freshman Rachel McMahan
said she began playing video games

"Violence is not a concept that
should be feared by parents;
rather, parents should equip
children to control their
behavior, and they should
teach that there should be
appropriate consequences to
wrongful behavior."
GLEN ADAMS

associate professor of psychology

like Halo two years ago. ,
'"Mostly it's just spending
time with my friends or my
brother chat I like about it,"
McMahan said. "It's like a social
activity."
McMahan said people
should be careful about their
attitudes when they play these
video games.
"I think it's like anything
else, in moderation and with
the right mindset, I think it's
fine," McMahan said. "It's when
people take it too far that it can
be a problem."

YouTube Sued For Copyright Infringement
MICHELLE GREER
student reporter
Viacom Inc. said March 13
that it is suing Google, Inc. and
its video-sharing site, YouTube,
for more than $ l billion.
The lawsuit, filed under
the U.S. District Court for
the Southern District of New
York, is for massive intentional
copyright infringement of
Viacom's entertainment properties, Viacom said.
Viacom, the media conglomerate owning television
channels BET, MTV, VH l,
CMT, Nickelodeon, Comedy
Central, CMT and TV Land,
among others, said almost
160,000 clips are currently being

viewed on YouTube without
their authorization. These clips
have been viewed more than
1.5 billion times total.
According to Fox News ,
several media companies, such
as CBS Corp., NBC Universal
and British Broadcasting Corp.,
have agreed to allow YouTube
access of some clips. Other
large media companies have
not reached this settlement
because ofhesitancy concerning
the copyright lawsuit.
Senior Adam Alter said he
watches YouTube every day,
visiting the site several times
in one day.
"I spend about three hours
a week looking up videos on
YouTube," Alter said. "I mostly

The World's Most Brilliant Diamond

like to look at music videos or
comedy videos like 'Charlie the
Unicorn."'
According co a March 13 Fox
News article, Google claims it
is not worried about the lawsuit
because it is protected by the
Digital Millennium Copyright
Ace of 1998.
According to the DMCA,
Title II, the Online Copyright
Infringement Liability Limitation Ace, creates protection
for online service providers
against copyright liability if
they follow guidelines and
block access to infringing
material if they receive a notice
claiming infringement by a
copyright holder.
Alter said he does not

think YouTube should be
sued for this.
"There are several lawsuits
in the past chat deal with chis,"
Alter said. "The idea behind this
is chat a company should not be
held responsible for what users
put on the site. That is up to
the users. Ifsuing is necessary,
[YouTube] should be sued for
not stopping it, but it's hard to
stop that. You are untraceable
on the Internet. It's not that easy
to crack someone down."
Many of the videos t h<I:t
contain footage of Viacom's
programming have been removed from YouT"ube.
Google I nc. purchased
YouTube in November for
$1.65 billion.

$2 1 for seniors.
"The Musical Comedy
Murders of the 1940s" is
Center on the Square's 47th

d inner theater productio n .
Center on the Square is a nonprofit corporation located at
111 West Arch Ave. in Searcy.

Conference Strives
To Form Educators
SUSANA VELIZ
copy editor
The Institute for Church
and Family is ho sting its
annual spring education
conference tided "T"ime to
Teach" today and tomorrow
with Dr. Everett Huffard as
keynote speaker.
T"he conference begins
today at 5:30 p.m . with a
banquet at the Founders
Room with keynote speaker
Dr. Everett Huffard speaking
on the theme "Teachers are
Leaders." The event will also
feature a performance of Belle
Canto, under the direction of
Dr. Cliff Ganus.
The purpose of this conference is to educate teachers and
chose who want to teach in a
Christian setting, said Penny
Light, executive assistant for
the ICF.
"We want to give people
the opportunity to learn from
educators who have been in
the teaching field and discover
a variety of areas they can
choose co lead in their congregations," Light said.
The conference will cover
areas of pre-school and elementary education, women's
mfoistry, developing curriculum, adult education and
media in religions education,
with speakers coming from
Texas, Nashville, Tenn. and
Searcy.
Dr. Jerry Bowling, director

of youth and family education,
travels to education seminars
looking for speakers fit for
t he conference.
"The main thing is finding
teachers with an experience '
track record , who d emo nstrate a love for children
and making learning fun,"
Bowling said.
The conference's keynote
speaker is Dr. Everett Hµffard,
who serves as the Vice1President and Dean of Harding's
Graduate School of Religion
in Memphis, Tenn.
Huffard spent 10 years as a
missionary in the Middle East,
and in Los Angeles, after his
return to the United States.
Huffard holds degrees from the
Fuller Theological Seminary,
Harding University, Harding
University's Graduate School
of Rel igion and Lubbock '·
Christian University.
Andrew Baker, executive •
director of ICF, said Huffard was a good fit to be the •
conference's keynote speaker
because of his life experience
as a leader and a teacher.
T"eachingtodayismorethan
flannel graph, Light said.
Registration is available
at the Institute for Church
and Family office or online
at www.churchandfamily.
nee. The event costs $20 per
person or $25 per couple. The
conference is free for students,
and is also available for one
credit hour.
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HU Students Prepare For Storm Season

" THE BISON

JEREMY WATSON
student reporter

As storm season approaches,
many students o n campus
may not realize the threat
that severe weather can pose
in Arkansas.
According to the National
Weather Service, White County
has experienced more than 60
tornadoes since 1950, with 59
deaths directly caused by the
storms. In January 1999, 11
tornadoes pmed through White
• County in one day, causing five
deaths and 35 injuries. White
County has the highest number
• of deaths from tornadoes in
Arkansas since 1950, when
the National Weather Service
started keeping records.
Freshman Erin Bullough
said many students might be.
uninformed on the proper safety
skills to protect them in the event
of a tornado or storm.
"I really don't have any idea
what to do in bad weather out

here," Bullough said. ''I've never
learned safety precautions for
tornado weather."
When caught in the path of
a tornado, students should go
to the most interior room in
the structure they are in, Wayne
Westerholm, deputy director
of Public Safety said.
"If [students are] in their
cars, get out in the rain and
find a ditch to lie in," Westerholm said. "The biggest threat
is the wind. Wind blows debris at incredible speeds and
a normally harmless object
becomes a deadly missile. Cars
do provide some protection
from a distance and with small
tornadoes, but large tornadoes
can pick up cars, roll them and
push them like toys.
"Ifstudents are on campus,
they can look at any one
of the many severe weather
maps posted in buildings on
campus. The maps are color~
coded to provide easy-to-read
information directing them

towards the safest areas of
each building."
Westerholm said the best
way for anyone to protect
himself from weather is to be
aware of what is happening.
The National Weather Service's
Web site and local news stations provide information
on severe weather and can
normally give advance notice
of possible storms.
Senior Andrew Leeper, who is
an experienced storm chaser and
is a certified storm spotter with
the National Weather Service, said
one ofthe best ways he has found
to get information on storms is
by using a National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration
Weather Radio, which can be
found at any electronics store.
The National Weather Service
broadcasts information directly
to these.
"You get the warning before
anyone else does," Leeper
said. "Usually, you will get
the warning even before the

FRIDAY, MARCH 30, 2007

TV stations."
Tornadoes are not the only
danger involved with storms.
Lightning is also a threat,
especially around trees and
other tall objects.
"The front lawn is probably a place to avoid during
a thunderstorm because of
so many tall trees," Leeper
said. "A couple of years ago,
lightning hit a large tree in the
quad between Armstrong and
Keller. The tree was located
inches from a sidewalk. The
tree's roots were blown out of
the ground, and the lightning
caused quite a bit of damage
to electronics on the west side
of Armstrong. It could have
easily killed someone walking
on that sidewalk, but luckily
that didn't happen."
While there is a large danger
inherent in severe weather,
most students say they feel that
Harding and Searcy's plans for
safety are adequate.
"Harding and Searcy in
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general both seem to overreact
sometimes to the slightest weather
problem, bur at least there's too
much worry as opposed to too
little," freshman Alex Ritchie, a

life-long resident ofSearcy, said.
"There's never been a time when
I've gotten the impression that
Harding is in the dark about what
to do in an emergency."

Merit Scholarships Give Way To Need Scholarships
MOLLY MORRIS
" student reporter •

Hamilton College, a small
• liberal arts college in Clinton,
N .Y., recently announced it will
stop offering merit scholarships to
incoming students in 2008 and
will use its financial aid budget
to provide more need-based
assistance to students.
Hamilton College's decision
may be indicative of a changing
attitude among many colleges
around the nation to focus
financial aid on need-based
students. Some schools have
been criticized in recent years for
using their resources to attract
high-achieving students to boost
• the institution's ratings.
Those who say m any col-

"Harding has been ahead of
the trend by offering such a
large amount of need-based
aid. Our administration
overwhelmingly approved a
substantial increase in needbased aid, which is benefiting
students at Harding this
school year."

GLENNDILLARD

asst. v.p. for enrollment management
leges are sacrificing economic
diversity to improve academic
standing have applauded
Hamilton's move.
According to Glenn Dillard,
Harding's assistant vice president
for enrollment management,
Harding is also a forerunner in
the transition to offering more

"Since Harding has carved
"Anyone who has the desire ment fundi ng, tuition is higher,
need-based scholarships.
"Harding has been ahead its niche as a high-academic, to come to college and learn and you're not getting help from
of the trend by offering such Christian university, prospective should be given the opportu- the state to go to school here,"
a large amount of need-based students, both incoming fresh- · nity," Roosevelt said.
Roosevelt said. "Those who want
aid," Dillard said. "Our ad- men and transfers, will continue
Rooseveit said government to learn in a Christian environministration overwhelmingly to be rewarded for achieving grants and loans are helpful but ment have to pay considerably
are minuscule compared to the more than those who go to state
approved a substantial increase success," Dillard said.
in need-based aid, which is
Dillard said Harding awards " cost of tuition, and so students schools, and that should be made
benefiting students at Harding millions of dollars each year to must seek further help from available not just to those who
srudentsdemonstratinglegitimate their institutions to help them are accepted and have high acathis school year."
demic scores, but more to those
The Harding catalog shows financial need, and 93 percent of pay for their education.
"Almost everyone could who are accepted and need help
that Harding offers a number students receive financial a$istance
of need-based scholarships, with an average award of more use help paying for college, but paying for school.
"There are expenses that
including the Associated than $12,000 each year.
scholarships should a,id those who
Senior Jenna Roosevelt, a need it most," Roosevelt said.
come with smaller class sizes
Women for Harding NeedBased Scholarship and the merit scholar, said she supports
Roosevelt said students who and many other benefi ts of atAgape Scholarship Fund.
the move toward more need- want to attend a private school tending a private institution. If
Dillard said Harding continues based scholarships. Roosevelt like Harding are often in even [the school] expects us to pay
to offer merit-based scholar- said she thinks any university's more need ofassistance than they more fo r those things, more
ships to motivate students to scholarship funds should first would be at other schools.
funds should be made available
"Since Harding is a private for people who won't be able to
be successful before starting be made to monetarily needy
their Harding careers.
students.
school and doesn't get govern- pay for them."

· Athletic Training Program Accreilitea
JEREMY WATSON
student reporter

The Commission on Accreditation ofAthletic Training
Education accredited the Harding
Athletic Training Program this
spring semester.
After a five-year process of
study and a visit by evaluators
from the accrediting board, the
Athletic Training Program is
now an entry-level bachelor's
program. Students were able
to enter the program while it
was being evaluated, and when
they graduate they can take
the national exam to become
• fully certified athletic trainers.
Two students will graduate
this year from the program,
• 13 are already in the program

working on clinical rotations
and 17 freshmen have started
the process.
The program emphasizes
improving students' experience
and skills in hands-on environments like training rooms and
clinics. To complete the program,
students must spend at least 200
hours per semester in a clinical
setting like the training room at
Harding, the Harding University
Health Center 9r the Searcy
Physical Therapy Clinic.
The AthleticTraining Program
began in 1987 as an internship
program. In 1997, Harding
hired Ronnie Harlow as its first
certified athletic trainer. He
began supervising all sports at
Harding, supervising students
in their internships and teaching

CHM Benefit Concert

classes about injury prevention supervise the women's program
and care.
and to teach classes.
''Athletic training is a service
In the spring of 2000 ,
Dr. Randy Lambeth was hired profession and is an ideal career
and is now the director. He for a Christian to provide care
completed his doctorate at and encouragement to others,"
the University of Memphis Lambeth said. " Sports has
with an emphasis on human become a major industry in
America, and it has become more
movement.
In 2001, the kinesiology important that those involved
department began looking at are kept safe.
the program to determine if
"Certified athletic trainers
they could change it from an are finding employment in
internship-based program to schools, colleges, professional
a clinical-based program and athletic events, medical clinics,
decided that was the direction military, industry and many
in which the program should other venues. Many states are
move. The department applied to requiring a certified athletic
the accreditation board in 2003, trainer be present at sporting
and the program was accepted events. This is providing a ripe
as a candidate in 2004. Heather market for students that are
Hutson was also hired in 2004 to trained in his area."

Habitat For Humanity Breaks Ground
ANDREA THORNTON
news editor

Last week, Habitat for Humanity ofWhite County broke
ground on its first house at
1106 W. Park St. in Searcy.
The house will go to Charlotte
Harris and her three children.
Harris is a 27-year employee
of Land O 'Frost. She and her
family will participate in the
building, she said.
Harris thanked Habitat for
Humanity of White County
in an e-mail, saying it was a
• great pleasure to meet certain
dignitaries. Present at the ground

breaking were Gov. Mike Beebe
and his wife Ginger, Senator
John Paul Capps, County Judge
Michael Lincoln and Searcy
Mayor Belinda Laforce.
President ofthe White County
chapter ofHabitat for Humanity
Karen Davis told The Daily
Citizen the Harris' house is the
result of more than two years'
work. She also announced that
a site has been acquired for a
second H abitat house.
"We'll start here and keep
on rolling," Davis said.
The family receiving the
second home is that of Laveria
Shell, who will be working on

the Harris home.
Harris said she is very excited
about her new home and appreciates everyone's involvement.
"I've met a lot of new people
and made a lot of new friends,"
Harris said. "You will be a part
of my life forever."
Members of Pangburn's
Future Business Leaders of
America built a Habitat playhouse and printed tickets for a
drawing. Tickets are $5 and can
be purchased from members
of the Pangburn FBLA or any
Habitat volunteer.
Anyone wanting to volunteer to help with the
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"I've met a lot of new people
and made a lot of new friends.
You will be a part of my life
forever."

CHARLOTTE HARRIS

Habitat homeowner
build can contact Nancy or
Cal Rollins at (501) 268-5589
or habitatwhiteco@yahoo.com.
Volunteers are especially needed
on weekdays.
Amy Cox, associate instructor
ofart, and some of her students
have committed to help with
the build. Cox can be reached
at 279-4713.

JONATHAN LINDSAYffhe Bison

Shawn McDonald and his accompanist Neal Vicker open
for Shane and Shane at the Christian Health Ministry Benefit
Concert Friday March 23.
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A Tale of Two Auctions

f Charles Dickens had been
a half dozen sets of pearls. My
MICHAEL CLAXTON grandmother was there, too, flush
in
the
audience
at
Christie's
HEt.D PHOTOGRAPHER
sale of Impressionist Art in
with style and money and ready to
New York City on
bid. But Uncle Mike took the cake.
Ashton Reely
Nov. 9, 2006, he might have
He strode in as a Texas millionaire,
ASST. NEWS EDITOR
with a suit, a bow tie and a cowboy
described the event as "the best of
Melissa McDonald
times and the worst of times." It
hat. He had money sticking out
ASST COPY EDiTOR
was the best of times because, in
of every pocket of his sport coat.
When I handed him a bidder
case you hadn't heard, one painting
Craig Rainbolt
sold for $87.9 million dollars, plus
I can't help but think ttiat number, he gave me a dollar tip.
SPORTS PHOTOGRAPHER
$14.98 sales tax.
he leaned over and whispered,
auctions like this also show Then
"There's more where that came
The portrait was by Gustav
Leah Faust
the "worst of times" because from."
Klimt, who painted a highbrow
ART EDITOR
society woman named Adele BlochI was the auctioneer, nattily
of all the waste.
Bauer
in
1912.
The
painting
had
dressed
in pajamas and Uncle
Alex Blair
been seized by the Nazis in 1938
Mike's green sport jacket. Nan and
ILLUSTRATOR
and only returned to the Blochme of a story (Readers, if you
Millie held up each piece of art and
Bauer family in January 2006.
haven't yet reached the point in life
Jeremy D. Beauchamp
smiled big, which stimulated the
FACULTY ADVISER
I'm guessing they tried hanging
where everything reminds you of a
bidding. After 30 minutes of fierce
the portrait in the kitchen, the
story, just wait).
competition, the auction was over,
bathroom and perhaps the garage,
When I was young, I used to
and all of the artworks had found
but
in
the
end,
they
just
decided
spend
a
week
each
summer
with
new homes. Not a single lot went
Collin Bills
it didn't match the curtains. So
my Uncle Mike, Aunt Patsy and
unsold. Unlike some art patrons,
Krystle Boise
cousins Nan and Millie in Union
Adele went up for auction. Mrs.
our bidders had good taste. When
Dr. Michael Claxton
Bloch-Bauer's niece watched from
City, Tenn. I loved visiting them
the dust settled, we had cleared well
because this family was one of the
Katie Dear
the bal cony at Christies• as b idders
$6.
over
most fun and creative households
Carson Fant
went ga-ga over her aunt.
It may not have been New
The auction ofKlimt, Gauguin
I've ever known. Back in the days
York City, but I'll take that
Leslie Giles
before
children
zoned out with .
and
Kirchner
works
brought
in
a
.
.
childhood memory over a ritzy
Michelle Greer
1Pods ~or six _hours at a stretch, kids
total of $491 million, according to
sale
at Christie's any day. Nothing
Brandon Higgins
found mgenious ways to occupy
The N ew Yiork Ti1mes. Of the 84
means more to kids than when
.
(R d
·f
h
'
,_,.,
.
lot~ 1!P for bids, only six failed to
our time ea _ers, 1 you aven_t
Brett Keller
imaginative adults join their
}VI Kfaty WweW"'liV , ; rl \" ri:.J'"l )(~Cl~:'10ne negl~cmi l0t'Wa"S •a lovely1ri 1 1~~:1-c;l;i~d. th,e potnt where•you .thtnk
adventures. Everyone needs aunts
~k McCondick'.%~-w • :-. 1 · stcm'dof Graceland ow a black velvet· r~ir c~?Jioa;d was the las~ era
and uncles and grandparents who
Molly Morris
canvas, but it seems that several key
e _ore mgs went to pot, JUSt
go out of thei; way to make the
world
a magical place for children.
Nathan Norris
bidders had gone to get popcorn
wa~. k th
d
th
when this painting went on the
. ac to e story. 0 ne ay e
Summers with that family were
Jacob Spillman
block. When asked to explain
guls :ind I had spe?t the afternoon
indeed "the best of times."
drawm~ and colormg.. 'I1:1e result
Manuel Tourlay
this lackl.uster interest in the King,
We lost Uncle Mike this January
Jeremy Watson
a Christie's spokesman had no
was a P1_le of finger p~ntmgs ~t for
to cancer. He was just 59. In my
comment but muttered something
any refrigerator ~oor m Amer~':'1· I
imagination, I picture that as he
about "art snobs" under his breath.
had seen art auctions on tel~vtslon,
entered heaven, the angels said,
I can't help to think that
:rnd tofJethe~ we came up with the
"We need people like you up here."
idea .0 . holdmg o~e. We '.1-franged
auctions like this also show the
And I suspect that he looked back
The Bison
"worst of°times" because of all the
the h~mg room wi~ chairs and
down on his family and replied,
Harding University
waste. The $491 million spent on
a podmi:n, and we lmed up our
"There's
more where I came from."
900 E. Center
art could have bought more than
masterpieces along the floor. We
HUBox11192
200 billion cu 5 ofRamen noodles
told the a~ults to come at 7 p.m.
Searcy, AR 72149
c d starvmg
· p college stud ents
and to brmg
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.
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MICHAEL CLAXTON is an assistant professor
around the country. Or it could
Th~ D1ckersons never did
Room223
of English and a frequent contributor
have paid for a month's worth of
anyth~ng halfway. Aunt Patsy .
501-279-4696
to the Bison and may be contacted at
gas in someone's big truck.
came m her uptown best, wearmg
NEWSROOM
mclaxto
1@harding.edu
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of
this
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The Bison is a campus
newspaper, edited and largely
financed by students, seeking to
provide high-quality journalistic
discussion of issues of concern
to the Harding community.
It also serves as an educational tool for students, providing practical experience to
enhance skills learned in the
classroom.
The Bison recognizes its
responsibility to be accurate,
fair and objective in its reporting while upholding the Christian ideals for which Harding
University exists.
It attempts to serve as a
forum for student perspectives,
welcoming letters to the editor
which adhere to ethical and
professional standards and
are no more than 300 words
in length.
Signed columns appearing
in the Bison are the views of the
writer and may not reflect the official policy of the Harding University administra~on. Unsigned
columns represent the view of
the editorial board.
The Bison is published
weekly (except during breaks,
test weeks and surrmersessions)
by Harding University, Searcy,
AR 72149. Subscription rate:
$1 0 per year.
Periodical postage (USPS
577600) paid at Searcy, AR
72143. Postmaster: Send address changes to Harding
University Box 11192, Searcy,
AR 72149-0001 . Contact the
Bison office at 501-279-4139 or
501-279-4471 or send faxes to

501-2794127.

Perils Of MySpace And 'Stalkernet'

E

very student at HardKATY LOWE
ing has complaints,
whether it is about
curfew, dancing or
parking. Anyone can
find something to gripe about; no
matter if they get everything they
want. The summer before last, I
Some do not realize how
created a MySpace account and
got on it every day to see who had
much infonnation they give
added me as a friend and written
out, and what they believe is
to me and who I could find that I
"safe"
is actually a red flag for
had not talked to in a while.
stalkers.
When I came back in the
fall of 2005, I tried to log on
to MySpace but the message
happened to her computer. She
that appeared on my screen
did not even know what MySpace
read something like this: "Your
was. She also told me the dangers
organization's Internet use policy
of having a MySpace account
restricts access to this web page at and that she had seen episodes
this time. Personals and Dating
of NB C's Dateline where sexual
is filtered." I started asking othpredators had been found huners if they tried to get onto their
dreds of times just through one
accounts and what their reaction
search. I quickly realized maybe
was when they found out they
Harding's administration did have
could not. They had the same
a valid reason for filtering the site.
experience as I did.
There are more than 78 million
This past summer, my boyMySpace users worldwide. In an
friend's grandmother had to have
article on redorbit.com, Bill Medher hard drive completely wiped
ley writes, "Speaking anecdotally,
out because her computer had
many students do not think about
crashed. The problem? Viruses
possible future influence of the
and computer-hacking devices
information they are sharing on
had been loaded onto her comnetworking Web sites." Kimberly
puter without her knowledge. ·
Shea and Jill Wesley of Purdue
When everything was fixed, the
University found in a survey of
technician found the problem
college students that students
originated from MySpace pages
were posting a significant amount
viewed by her grandchildren. She
of personal information online
asked me if I had a MySpace acand often failing to show good
count and warned me about what judgement in editing content that

Guest
Space

was readily available to readers.
Some do not realize how much
information they give out, and
what they believe is "safe" is
actually a red flag for stalkers. In
an online article, "Safety on the
'Stalkernet"' by Amanda Rowe,
she cited a psychology professor
who has done a study on Internet victims. She wrote, "Stalking, with or without the 'net'
tag is to be defined as "repeated
unwanted encounters that are
designed to frighten or harass the
victim although the motive may
be to come closer to the victim
in a romantic sense," said David
LaPorte, a psychology professor
at Indiana University of Pennsylvania. Between 2000 and 2005,
74 percent of Internet stalking
victims were known to be female,
while 21 percent were known to
be male, according to haltabuse.
org, a volunteer organization
committed to combating online
abuse. Most Internet stalking
victims are between the ages of 18
and 30 (38 percent), making college age users the primary victims,
according to the Web site.
So the moral of this story is if
you think Harding's "strict" policies are ridiculous, think about
the other side of the situation and
you will probably agree with the
decision that was made.
KATY LOWE is a guest columnist for the
Bison and may be contacted at klowe@
harding.edu

I

pring at Harding ushers in
many glorious things; Blooming flowers, great weather,
longer days and baseball are
just a few of them. However,
spring also brings with it many not-soglorious things. With blooming flowers come stinging bees and with the
warmer climate also comes the occasional
downpour. Then, there is the increase of
something so frustrating, awkward and
well-known to this campus that it can be
summed up in three letters: PDA.
Yes, my friends, I'm talking about
public display of affection.
Though PDA is extremely visible
in the winter months when these wild
animals should be hibernating, the warm
weather of spring seemingly causes the
PDA butterfly to spring forth from its
cocoon of self control and wreak havoc
on our eyes and minds.
The argument that I hear most from
people that enjoy practicing PDA is that
we should not watch and pay attention.
Pardon me, but when I have to walk
around couples that are dogging up the
hallways and being a nuisance because
of their spring fever shenanigans, I don't
have much of a choice. PDA is crammed
down our throats as if it were cough
syrup being forced through the puckered
lips of a resisting child.
Speaking of
The warm
puckered
weather of
lips...
I recently
spring causes
witnessed a
the PDA butterfly
PDA show
in front of
to spring forth
Sears Hall
so ridiculous from its concoon
that I actuof self control.
ally could
not even get
mad; it was
just too funny. '
•.
I was picking up someone from Sears
and I noticed something a bit awkward
on the sidewalk between the road and
the dorm's parking lot that I originally
thought was a cross. Well, it was actually a guy holding a girl up horizontally
like a baby while kissing her. Apparently
he thought he was Tarzan and he'd just
rescued Jane, and the only appropriate
spot for her to show her gratitude was in
the middle the parking lot for everyone
to see.
The sheer fact that this was actually
taking place was overshadowed only by
the amount of time that he held her up.
Several minutes passed and the couple
did not budge. If Harding had a power
lifting team and I were the coach, he'd be
my first recruit. The only thing missing
from him was an Atlas-like press of her
over his head, which I awaited eagerly,
but to no avail.
Though the previous story induced
some chuckles on my part, my next PDA
couple is probably my favorite because
of their consistency and predictability.
Come to the 200 section of the floor in
the Benson afi:er chapel and you'll see
exactly what I'm talking about.
Each day after chapel, my friends
and I stick around for a while and talk
to each other. A few weeks ago, however, we noticed something particularly
interesting: A couple in the section in
front of us has a two-step routine that is
absolutely eerie. They stand up and they
hug; however, this is no ordinary hug.
You've heard of "The Song That Doesn't
End." The hug that these two engage in
has come to be known as "The Hug That
Doesn't End." Yes, it goes on and on my
friends. That couple started hugging,
not knowing what it was, and they'll
continue hugging forever just because ...
Well, I actually don't know why, but I'm
sure they have their reasons.
You may get the illusion that I'm
someone who doesn't appreciate affection, which is totally not the case. I can
understand holding hands and hugging,
but when it comes to awkward moments
such as facing the marathon huggers and
those that insist on making out by the
entrance of every building on campus,
they should do everyone a favor and just
keep it to themselves. I think I speak for
the vast majority Of the campus by saying
that nobody wants to see it.
Who knows? Perhaps, as unlikely as
it may seem, Tarzan and Jane will stay
in the jungle and out of the parking lots
throughout the spring.

BRANDON HIGGINS is a guest columnist for the
Bison and may be contacted bhiggins@harding.
edu.
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Showers Build Camaraderie

HEATHER BROWNING

Browning
Points

Community Showers Create Strong Bonds And Time For Fellowship

C

amaraderie, a
staple of life on the
Harding campus,
seems to be
losing some of its
appeal as men's dorms are being
converted to suites. This may be
preferred by some students here,
but for many of us, community
showers are much more than
simply a place to become
hygienically acceptable to the
outside world: they are a place of
heterosexual bonding.
In many ways, a community
shower is like the sauna old men
are often portrayed sitting in,
or like an Indian sweat lodge.
Civilizations going back to
ancient Rome had public baths.
It is a place for us men to gat
away from all distractions, if
only for a brief time.
Having had the pleasure of
experiencing both suites and
community showers, I must say
that community showers just
make more sense. For instance,
my sophomore year I was in
Graduate Hall, a dorm with

and life is easier with community
showers, at least as far as hygiene
goes. Both my roommate and I
get up, at usually the same time,
and go shower. There is no fuss
about who is going to first or
how much time the other takes.
Granted, there are those All is copacetic.
.select few who invariably
For many men, myself
what we need is a place
included,
try to ruin the experience
to
communicate
man-to-man.
for everyone else by
In the shower there are no TVs
trashing it with hair, mud · or video games to draw attention
and empty shampoo bottles away from what is being said.
There isn't even the ubiquitous
cell phone which will most likely
suites, and we often ran into
ring the moment an important
time constraints that could have
conversation
is begun. All that is
been avoided if there had been
between the men talking is the
more than one shower.
My suite had set up a schedule steam of the shower.
Also, the lives we lead are
so that each of us could shower
getting busier by each passing
and then brush our teeth while
moment, so any time we
the next person was showering.
have the chance to kill two
A problem arose if someone
accidentally overslept. It was
metaphorical birds with one
literally then crunch time as t_he
proverbial stone, we seize the ·
rest of the suite had to squeeze
opportunity. In this case, we can
more out of their bathroom time clean ourselves and fellowship
than usual.
all at the same time. What better
This year I live in Allen Hall
place to unwind from a stressful
DEREK MCCORMICK

Guest
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day of tests and trouble than a
hot shower, even more, a shower
in which you can talk about how
your day went.
Granted, there are those select
few who invariably try to ruin
the experience for everyone else
by trashing it with hair, mud
and empty shampoo bottles.
But, since it is possible to kick
the empty bottles to the side and
the mud and hair are generally
plastered to the wall, a place
that doesn't need to be touched
anyway, showering can still be
accomplished. We'll have our
whole lives to shower behind a
curtain; I say use this while you
still can.
I cannot say what the real
plans for the remaining guys
dorms that have community
showers are, but I urge you to
keep camaraderie strong by
keeping community shqwers on
the blueprints.

?a

Absent
Abstinence

F

ifty or so years ago, the
typical relationship went
something like this: a first
date to the local Dairy
Queen; after two and a half
months of dating, a guy finally works
up the courage to hold his girlfriend's
hand; after six months, he asks her to
go steady; a little later, he proposes;
then they get married and then
finally, came the sex. This relationship
timeline has changed drastically over
the past half century, and now, the sex
almost never follows the wedding, and
to be honest, usually comes before a
couple even hits the six-month mark.
In the society we live, sex has simply
·
become no big deal.
Fifty years ago, most couples
practiced abstinence and self-control
when it came to their relationships, but
now, in the year 2007, abstinence seems
to be an idea that is merely scoffed at.
DEREK MCCORMICK is a guest columnist
Sadly, The National College Health
for the Bison and may be contacted at
Assessment Survey found that
dmccormi@harding.edu
71 percent of college students were
sexually active during the 2005-2006
school year. This leaves a scarce 29
percent who admit
to practicing
In the
abstinence in their
society we
relationships.
According
live, sex
to students at
has
simply
cardo Burns and I
COLLIN BILLS
City officials were claiming that
But I can tell you that the blacks
Harvard University,
become no
met at the Christian
by Saturday night a level three
in New Orleans would shake your
this Ivy Leagqe
big deal.
Health Ministry a
storm would hit New Orleans.
hand, be your friend and then
campus has seen a
By Friday night, the level had
stab you in the back. The only
significant increase
few weeks ago. His
olorful and curious
increased to five, and all residents
thing I care about people having,
of what they see
story intrigued me. Something
were urged to leave the city.
Christian or not, is that people
as "mindless sex" among a majority
lives in his story, and I was
Ricardo decided to wait the storm have respect."
of their fellow undergrads. In 2004
determined to find it.
"The only thing I care
out, a decision he would regret for
I left Ricardo's apartment with
Harvard even approved the H Bomb,
"I almost lost my life twice
about
people
having,
the rest of his life.
a sense of disbelief, almost like I
a student-run magazine, which offers
c
sex advice and features photographs of
berore," Burns said.
Christian or not, is that
"I fell asleep on Saturday
had been conned, but what for?
nude Harvard students to be circulated
I h
t ,,
night. When I woke up, the
Ricardo, in my experiences with
on campus. A 14-member committee
Ricardo's story begins in
·
peop e ave respec .
fiurn1ture
·
· around .
Souths1'de, c1ucago
about 50
was fl oatmg
him, has never asked for anything.
comprised of faculty, staff and students
years ago. As a juvenile, he spent
By the time I reached the front
He presently works for Arkansas
voted 12-0, with two abstentions to
his time mixing with the wrong
in the head," he frowned, glanced
door," his eyes widened, "t~e .
Work Force here in Searcy anq
~pprove the magazine on the basis of
crowd. He soon found his'. wayt N)1 P 'Clt me ancj1 t1 smiw<L ':G~es
, ,;water was up lto·h~re/~rJnotionmglJ ') o:U1nteerS•Qt Fishes and Loaves. ' •. nt&etlspecch. This view-on sex.drove
into 1he basemeht of a Chicago · · they chicke,ned ouc.'; Needles~ to
to his neckline. ''I'v~'seen ~d ' ·' 1 ' project at the Downtown Church
Harvard seniors Sarah,Kinsella and
police station, hands handcuffed
say, multiple scars mark his life in
been. through a lot m m~ life, but
of Christ. In my opinion, he
Justin Murray to fight back Earlier
behind his back, while the
Chicago.
nothmg comp~red to ~rs. Ou~ of has nothing to gain by telling
this year the two undergrads founded
Ricardo shifted a little upon
all the women m m~,lrfe, Kamna
his story. But I do. I learn by his
a secul~ group called True ~ove
policeman he smarted off to beat
him with a telephone directory.
the question of children. "I had
was by far the worst.
story intermixed with verses and
Revoluaon to promote abstmence on
He spent the next two years in
two children," he said. "My son he
We eventually were taken
asides from Ricardo's theological
campus.
was assassinated on my birthday.
to the Civic Center, where we
h db k
d
l ft . h
Members ofTrue Love Revolution
a coma, motionless in a hospital
· the umvers1tys
·
· ' pro blem w1'th
an. d oo , han . 1 aml ec wit
l
until his eyes once again opened
I di~n't know I even had a son
c h ose to seep
outsid e because
d .
clarm
to see the light of day. Ironically,
until he was 15. My daughter is a
of the stench." Shaking his head
a wis lorn t at rs on Y wun mf
promiscuity stems largely from campus
c a law fi rm
· d 1ssatrs
'
· f:action
· h e stared at t h e
one P. ace:. a crowded corner 0
administration who seems to lead
.
Ri card o entered
1awyer. She work s wr
afiter sch oo1mg,
m
the police force in Chicago,
right now. Her name is Tishandra
t bl "P 1 k
· G d
a maJor city. Now I must return
many of its students to believe that
to homework, deadlines and
sexual relationships are all part of the
da e. deoNp e Oeepl saymgH do'd ,
'Trouble' Burns: Got my smarts
destroyeN ewO l r e~sRi.. e dl n t classes, which are all bent towards
typical college experience. Harvard
figuring it to be an exit from his
family drug business.
and her momma's good looks.
estroy ew r eans,
car o
h'
th'
ful I
· all ·
· fl h
As a police officer, Ricardo
Doesn't understand why I won't
d "b
h G d
teac mg me some mg use .
requires
mcommg res man to
pdause
~caduse w en o .
leave an apartment behind· one
attend a date rape seminar that does
opted to resist bribes for
come back and live with her. I
esdtrobys'.d e ~stro~s ehvery!;lung.
which I label a true educational
not mention abstinence, supplies
don't know. I guess I just like
An ,, es1 es, Im. su ere.
condoms free of charge in freshman
overlooking drug trafficking
· croun d h rmse
'
If
bemg
· d epend ent on nob od y."
All t h ose th mgs I h ad h eard
experience.
and once agam
dorms and host what some describe as
hospitalized, with several pieces
After the divorce, Ricardo
about 'white' people in Arkansas.
"racy lectures." Recently the campus
of lead scattered about his back,
moved to New Orleans.
But it's been different, man," he
COLLIN BILLS is a guest columnist for the
health center also advertised "Free
just missing his spine. "I don't
Ricardo said the warnings for
said. "Look at me. I'm black,
Bison and may be contacted at ccbills@
Lube" to all those interested.
know why they didn't shoot me
a big hurricane began on Friday.
Negro, call me what you want.
harding.edu
However, Dr. David Rosenthal,
director of Harvard health services,
claims the university does not
promote sex but rather sexual safety
because of the large percent of
sexually active students. In a
March 22 Associated Press article,
Rosenthal said he feels many
students view the university's
acknowledgement of student's
sexual
relationships as the university
Is all of this "sinful?" While I
a music major
ALEX RITCHIE acknowledge that their practices
condoning
such actions when it is
and a music lover, I
may be, or definitely are, wrong,
have my opinion, I am not in
not.
yet they choose to ignore their
a position to make that call,
believe very strongly
Personally, while I don't view the
about preserving the
consciences and lock their
but if you keep shoving your
acknowledgement of problems the
ntegrity of music,
screaming principles of morality
conscience into a closet, how
same as condoning them, I do see
right down to the last quarter
in the basement.
will you be able to discern what
these as one in the same when nothing
note. After all, music belongs
But you think scoring free
is right and wrong? 1-yfore than
is done to combat the problem. Sure,
More than once I have heard music from your neighbor is
to the writer or performers, not
once, I have tried to talk with
I understand that many of these
students have no personal convictions
just us, the patrons. However,
the claim that use of the In· justified? How did you earn the friends to see the other side of
against pre-martial sex, and_would
the patrons have been shafting
temet entitles the user to any rights to music you did not pay this, only to hear someone say,
most likely engage in such acts anyway,
the artists lately and not even
for? More than once I have heard "I don't want to think about it."
and
all
of
its
capabilities.
This
but Harvard, and most universities
bothering to think about it.
the claim that use of the Internet
Allow me, if you will, to
across
the county, make it far too
logic
is
analogous
to
saying
I will not waste anyone's time
entitles the user to any and all
make this one request: think
easy for students to have sex without
.nor insult your technological
about it. I am not asking you to
that because you own a car, of its capabilities. This logic is
consequences by offering things such
intellect by giving introduction
analogous
to
saying
that
because
open up your iTunes and purge
you deserve free gasoline
as condoms and lubricants to students
to iTunes. Only slightly less
you own a car, you deserve free
your library of music that you
for free. While it is important to
well known is another program:
gasoline - the argument doesn't did not buy - I am asking you
promote sexual safety, it is even more
possession of music. You didn't
myTunes, an application
hold water, I'm afraid.
to consider whether or not what
important to promote the safest form
pay for it, you didn't earn it
designed to circumvent mere
"Everything is permissible,
ofsex: abstinence.
'=
you are doing is right. I hope
-you
just took it. However,
Though the members ofTrue
sharing and allow you to take
but not everything is beneficial."
that is not too much to ask,
this is not limited to networking; Just because technology enables
Love Revolution have received harsh
music from another library as
because that is the calling for
anytime
you
"borrow"
your
criticism
from their fellow class-mates
long as it has enabled sharing
you to get free tunes does not
each of us. This "Christian ity"
roommate's
CD
and
make
a
copy
and
have
been teased and taunted by
on your network. So, say your
mean that getting free tunes is
thing that we claim is not an
those
who
see abstinence as something
for
yourself
is
illegal
too.
right. It seems to me that too
neighbor down the hall owns
on/off switch, but a continuous
out of date, thankfully, these students
Many
people
I
have
discussed
some Dashboard that you feel
few of us are even bothering
way of living. All I ask is that
are taking a stand such a hot issue.
this with seem shocked that I
you gotta have. With a couple
to examine our practices, and
we no longer hide from right
The
members ofTrue Love Revolution
would dare insult their honor
of clicks and no spending, those
music is suffering because of
and wrong, but give right and
should be commended for their strong
by accusing them of theft of
songs and hundreds more could
it. According to the Recording
wrong another chance and face
stance on this issue, and I am hopeful
any
kind. I do not mean to
be yours. One minor detail in
Industry Association of America, the music.
that soon others across the country will
bang the Bible over anyone's
this process is worthy of note,
$300 million worth of music is
~ be~in,.t<:;feU?:;v,;;sµit. _
head, but taking for yourself
however:
lost annually because of illegal
''
HEATHER BROWNING serves as the editor in
music
that someone else bought
You are stealing music.
practices.
chief
for the 2006-2007 Bison. She may be
is immoral, whether they give
Please do not see me as a
ALEX RITCHIE is a guest columnist for
I would hope this does not
contacted at hbrownin@harding.edu or at
the
Bison
and
may
be
contacted
at
come as a surprise to you. This
consent or not. Unfortunately,
prophet of ill fate, preaching
279-4471.
ajritchie@harding.edu.
service allows the unauthorized
the many music "borrowers"
condemnation upon all of us .

Learning Lives In Unique Story

Interview Reveals Wisdom, Hope And Hurt From Unlikely Source
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student reporter

S

itting curled up in a
big cushioned chair
without any sounds
of distraction , the
book lies open on the reader's
lap and slowly he leaves this
world and becomes immersed
in the black and white text.
Chills run down his spine
as he reads the details of the
heroic tale. As he emerges from
the trance, he realizes tears
are streaming down his face.
He read a good book.
Books may impact readers
and stir their emotions. Some
encourage our dreams and
stimulate our hopes while
others, based on real crisis,
compel us to take action.
One Harding student said he
was influenced by a book he
read on the teenage soldiers
in Africa and decided to take
matters into his own hands
to make a difference.
Senior Andrew Dorsey said
he was very concerned about
the situation in Africa after
reading "A Long Way Gone
- Memoirs of a Boy Soldier"
by Ishmael Beah.

"
The book follows the life
of 13-year-old Beah, who
became a soldier during the
Sierra Leone's civil war of the
1990s. The book portrays
the massacres, genocide
and mutilation this young
boy withstood after being
kidnapped by army forces
that use child soldiers for
revenge against those who have
slaughtered their £uni.lies. Beah
and his fellow teenage soldiers
were eventually rescued and
sent to aUNICEF-affiliated
rehabilitation center to try and
detox them from the marijuana
and brown-brown (cocaine
mixed with gunpowder) that
they had become addicted
to. Beah left Africa when he
was 17 and graduated from
Oberlin College.
The book ends with a
happy story for Beah, but
millions of others are still
caught in the civil conflicts
in Africa. Even boys as young
as six or seven are forced to
fight for a cause they do not
understand.
Dorsey said h e decided
to do something to support
this cause. Dorsey traveled
to Dallas on March 6 where

he bought five copies of ''A
Long Way Gone" and had the
books signed by Beah.
When Dorsey, who is
the manager of a Starbucks
on Landers and McCain,
returned to Little Rock;
he put the books up for
auction at several different
Starbucks in the Little Rock
area. Boxes were put at every
central Arkansas Starbucks on
March 19 and end April 22,
where a bid may be placed
for a signed book.
"Being at Harding was one
ofthethingsthatcompelled
me to read this book," Dorsey
said. "I felt, as many have,
that something needs to be
done, so this is my small
attempt."
These proceeds, as wdl
as the $2 per book sold at
Starbucks nationwide (with a
minimum $100,000 donation)
will go to UNICEF for the
rehabilitation of children
in struggles much like the
obstacles Beah faced.
Dorsey said he is hoping
that through the auctio n
of these books he can help
make a difference in Africa
or at least raise awareness of

the struggles these people are
facing daily.
"I urge you to read the
book, pray for the situations
these children face every
day, and stop by your local
Starbucks and bid on a book,"
Dorsey said.
If anyone would like to
bid and are not able to go to
a Starbucks, e-mail Dorsey at
josephadorsey@gmail.com.
Include name, address and
phone number, and he can
direct interested participants
on where to place a bid.
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DANIEL WADE

4th and l

Life On The Fast Track

I Love
This Game

I

just can't do it. There are
plenty of other things to
write about, yet my mind
is fixed on this. Nothing might
mean as much to you as Opening Day with those irresistible
ballpark franks, as you watch
with anticipation. Nothing
quite compares to the roar of the band blasting the fight
song, blood pressures rising
with the combined roar of the
crowd and sheer ecstasy when
that one-hand~ interception is
run back for a touchdown.
Maybe your mind races to
that time in the state championship game, when a teammate set
the ball in just the right place for
you to pound it across the net to
redefine the word "kill." Or perhaps your heart races when you
see that final desperate lunge ofa
backhand find the very edge of
the court and call the match. It
could be the final birdie to win,
the high flying shot past the
goalie's reach or the tenth of a
second difference in a SK race.
Whatever does it for you ... you
know what I'm talking about.
My passion is the
-Of
basketball. You see, its- at ~
sweet sound produced by a
CRAIG RAINBOLTfThe Bison
leather ball shot with a perfect
Freshman transfer Daniel Klrwa and junior Julius Kosgei race down the track during practice March 28. Kosgei, a nine-time All-American, won the 10,000 meters in the 2006 outdoor nationals.
arc hitting that exact spot in the
net. Some people call it a swish;
my dad calls it string music.
It's an alley oop, the stutterFor the women, Guymon
"In a sense I feel like the
"We have some kids that sons. Guymon said several footstep, a back-door screen, the CARSON FANT
also can turn to a trio of All- freshmen, the younger group; thrive on that, and they do ball players who are interested
crossover dribble, a fastbreak, student reporter
Americans. Juniors Gosia they look up to us now," Da- very well," Guymon said. "The in joining the team after spring
the traditional pick-and-roll, a
Drazkowska and Savita Che- vidson said. "I just remember better the competition, the practice is finished.
With
All-Americans
on
finger roll, the fade away, a bank
Guymon credits the good
shot to win the game (thanks both the men's and women's limo and sophomore Janee how I used to look up at the se- faster they know they're going
to run. I really need to have relationship between Harding's
Reggie), the motion offense outdoor track teams, expec- Jones are returning in hopes niors when I was that young."
Davidson said, this being them in big meets with big coaches for having crossover
and a sixth man. If you got lost tations are high for the Bi- of another successful season.
athletes.
in any of those, chances are you sons and Lady Bisons. Head All three are distance runners. her last year, she wants to go competition."
"Several of our runners
"Ir's just a unique situation
might want to catch a game or coach Steve Guymon said he DrazkowskaearnedAll-Amer- our on a high note.
"This is my last season, so I now are at that level to where around here," Guymon said.
two this weekend. There will be expects both reams to com- ican honors in the 800-meter
pete for the NCAA South Re- run for two consecutive years, want to just finish it off as best they're right up there with the "All the coaches get along, and
a few worth watching.
I know I'm not the only one. gion Championship, held on followed by Chelimo in the as I can," Davidson said. "That's Division I schools," Davidson they pull for each other. You
3.000 steeplechase and Jones a big goal for me personally, to said. "Ir's really awesome to go to some of these big schools
Your dad coached your elemen- May 4-5 at Harding.
get my best times and know watch Harding beat Division and very seldom will a big footAll-Americans on the in the 3,000 respectively.
tary school basketball team too.
Guymon said he also looks that I competed at my best."
I schools in cross country and ball program, or even a smaller
When the year rolled around men's team include junior
Both the Bisons and Lady track. Ir's just an amazing feel- program, let a guy go out for
to any holiday or birthday, you distance runners Julius Kos- for success from his other setrack or another sport.''
asked for the latest superstar's gei and Artur Kern. Kosgei, niors, saying they have done Bisons will travel to Columbia, ing to compete at that level."
Guymon said he was pleased
Guymon said both squads
jersey, his team's hat and 12 a nine-rime All-American, is well in practice and their Mo., for the Missouri Relays on
March
24
at
first
meet,
held
with
the teams' performances at
March
30
for
the
two-day
meet.
also
benefit
from
track
and
field
the
most
decorated
track
athpacks of Upper Deck trading
Rhodes College in Memphis, The meet will provide Harding athletes who play other sports the Rhodes Invitational. With
cards to increase your chances lete in Harding's history.
with NCAA Division I compe- for the university. Sophomore six All-Americans, a number
Guymon also praised Tenn.
of scoring his.
Senior distance runner tition, something Guymon and Shellie Rummer, a middle of hardworking and improving
No, there were no trips to the progress of sophomore
play laser tag for your birthday sprinters Cole Sessions and Tessa Davidson knows the Davidson said brings out the blocker on the volleyball team, athletes, success is in the air for
best in Harding's runners.
importance of leadership.
runs hurdles for the Lady Bi- the Bisons and Lady Bisons.
party. The one day of the year Kreg Kell.
devoted solely to you was spent
playing a 3-on-3 tournament
on the home court of your
driveway, where you never traveled and the shot behind the
crack in the pavement counted
double.
You considered making the
junior high basketball team as
important as Sunday morning
at age eight in Jackson,
DEREK McCORMICK
church, given that you were
Miss.,
student
reporter
and made it to the
halfway out the door heading
finals . Williams said she got
toward the basketball goal on
Not all athletes are neces- creamed in the finals, bur it
the church playground while
born with their given was the spark that started
sarily
the song leader was still singing
talents.
Some have to keep the fire to get her where she
"Nothing But the Blood.''
at
the
sport
until they make is today.
If your university's basketball
it
their
own.
These are the
When she was 10, her
team made the tournament,
athletes
who
deserve
our
refamily
moved to a house
there are no second thoughts to
spect
and
admiration.
behind
the tennis club,
skipping class and driving hour
Junior Alicia Williams, and Williams went every
after hour packed like sardines
a chemistry education ma- day after she had finished
in a car to scream for your team.
jor
from Greenville, Miss., her homework and would
So, even though Tiger is
is
one
such athlete. She is hit balls with her brother
running away with golf and
her second season of and play the game with
playing
baseball's opening day is Ii.ext
tennis
at
Harding. .
her friends. Throughout
week, it's still March in my
Williams
began
playing
.
her middle and high school
book. And that, folks, means
tennis
when
she
was
about
years
she kept playing and
basketball reigns.
seven years old at her local competed in many tournatennis club.
ments across Mississippi
"I was terrible when and the South.
I starred, and it took me
Williams said she plays
awhile to get adjusted," Wil- this sport because it was
DANIEL WADE serves as the sports
liams said.
something unique that al~
editor for the 2006-2007 Bison.
JEFF
MONTGOMERY/Public
Relations
Williams
played
in
her
lowed her to get involved.
He may be contacted at wwade@
Junior Alicia Williams serves the ball for the Lady Bisons last season. Harding faces CBU today at noon.
first tennis tournament
see TfiljNIS page 2B
harding.edu

Veteran Runners Lead Bisons And Lady Bisons In Outdoor Season

Love For Tennis
Drives Williams
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Anythings Possible
waukee Brewers and the
Washington Nationals, even
reaching the playoffs has
been difficult despite having
years of opportunities and
near misses. Both franchises
entered the major leagues
il is the only time
in 1969. It's been 38 years
f year that fans of
since, and the two teams have
e extraordinarily
mustered a combined three .
unlucky baseball teams have
postseason appearances.
reason to be optimistic.
While the odds aren't
Hope abounds. Even the
great that the Brewers or the
lowly Tampa Bay Devil Rays
Nationals will win the World
could win it all.
Series in 2007, consider this:
But give it a few weeks,
seven different teams have
and reality will set in.
won the World Series in the
By May, Yankees owner
last seven years.
George Steinbrenner will
So why not choose a
be threatening manager
perpetual loser as league
Joe Torre's future with the
champion? The season hasn't
organization, J.D. Drew will
started yet, so there's no harm
discover a new way to injure
in selecting an unlikely candihimself and Roger Clemens ·
date. With the right players,
will become a mid-season
the right situation and a
mercenary again for any team little luck, unexpected teams
willing to swallow his
sometimes earn a winning
$20 million paycheck.
record.
But for now, even the
Look at the Detroit Tigers.
tormented Chicago Cubs
The Tigers were mired in 12
faithful can still believe a
losing seasons, losing 100
World Series Championship
or more games three times
is within reach. Forget the
during that span before
fact that the Cubs will be
producing a winning season
celebrating 99 years of futilin 2006. A rotation of young
ity since winning the league
pitchers led Detroit to the
crown in 1908.
· World Series before losing to
At least the Cubs have
the St. Louis Cardinals.
won a World Series: Eight
It's 2,430 games. Anyhave never captured a world
thing's possible.
championship, while Tampa
Bay never even made a postAMANDA PRUITT is the assistant
season appearance. In Tampa
editor for the 2006-2007 Bison and
Bay's defense, the team has
only been around since 1998. may be contacted at akpruitt@
harding.edu
In the case of the Mil-

. "' V "J'' ' •lYfT

THE BISON

Bison Alumni Soccer Game

AMANDA PRUITT

A.P. Report

_Af

CRAIG RAINBOLTfThe Bison

Sophomore midfielder Colby Wilson evades a tackle from Harding alumnus Jeff Ireland, who is now head women's coach at Faulkner University.

Phillips Earns GSC Pitcher Of Week
MANUEL TOURLAY
student reporter

Harding senior p itcher ;
Justin Phillips was named Gulf
South Conference West Pitcher
of the Week for the week of . -,I
March 18.

Phillips said being named GSC

TENNIS: Teammates Come Together
CONTINUED from page 1b
"Tennis has always paved
a way to help me in life;
whether encouraging, inspiring, mentoring or just
simply teaching the game,"
Williams said.
Williams said she can
still remember the day she
signed to be a Lady Bison.
"It truly meant a lot ro
me t hat I would finally get
to play for such an amazing
school with such great standards," Williams said.
Williams said playing at
Harding has allowed her
to improve h er team playing skills and meet people
from many different backgrounds, giving h er the
opportunity to develop
friendships with players
on the team and receive encouragement from the team
and the coach.

"They truly do care about
each other," Williams said. "If
anything is wrong, they are always in a hurry to help out."
She also said everyone
tries to make sure all the
players, new and old, have a
good tennis experience and
don't feel as if they are letting down the team.
Williams said she does
not think team chemistry
h as ever been an obstacle in
her years here.
"One person on the team
cannot go far by herself," Williams said. "We all depend
on each other." She said the
team has enough potential to
make it to the No. I spot in
the GSC West, as well as earn
a trip to nationals.
"We just need to stay focused, not get too high-headed, and believe we can truly
accomplish these things,"
CRAIG RAINBOLT!The Bison
Williams said.
Senior pit~her Justin Phillips hurls a pitch towards a Crichton player during the Bisons win on Feb. 20.

Pitcher of the Week means he is
doing his job well and giving his
team an opportunity to win.
"Every time I step on the
mound with a chance to throw
'
the pearl is a chance to prove f
'
myselfand give my team the best
chance to win," Phillips said.
Phillips transferred to Hard
ing in fall 2005 from Hill Junior
College in Hillsboro, Texas.
Phillips said he had not
heard about Harding before he
received a call offering to play for
the Bisons, but once he visited
the campus he said he knew it
was a good place to be.
Despite the fact that Phillips
has only been at Harding for two
years, his name is already part
of Harding's record books.
Phillips is rurrendy tied fur most
career shutouts with four.
It is not uncommon to see ·
several major league scouts in the stands when Phillips pitches.
"[Baseball] is my life, my job
and my dream," Phillips said.
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UCLA

OHIO STATE

Student Discount
·One-Topping Pizzas
Medium $5 Large $6.1 S

268-9000
Carryout or Delivery
Free Delivery: Sunday-Thursday untif Midnight
Friday & Saturday until 1 a.m.
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NATHAN NORRIS
student reporter

isclaimer before
e begin: this
view covers the
amecube version
of "Twilight Princess," and
not the Wii version, where
you get to swing Link's
sword using the Wii remote.
Take that into account when
reading this article.
Anyway, "Zelda: Twilight Princess" stands as
the successor to the wildly
popular "Zelda: Ocarina of
Time." The two are quite
similar in many ways. For
' example, there's the plot:
You are Link, a farm boy
from a small town who
somehow ends up on a quest
to save the world. You travel
around, navigating through
Hyrule, solving puzzles, ·
killing lots of monsters and
doing little chores for townsfolk you run into. It's not
just the plot. The gamephi.y
functions almost exactly the
same way as "Ocarina" as
well.
But to mix things up,
near the start of the game
, you are transformed into
a wolf, and you need to
use your new powers as
• an animal to proceed. For
example, you are a lot more

agile, your senses are sharpened and you can dig for
items in the ground. This is
one of the game's main gimmicks, considering the wolf
is featured on the cover of·
the game.
Let's start out with the
positives. The graphics are
eye-catching. You can see
grass swaying in the wind,
rays of sunlight piercing a
canopy of trees and characters making great facial
expressions - there is a lot
of attention to detail here
and it's beautiful to look at.
Adding onto chat, Link's
wolf form is quite interesting
to use, because it's something fresh and new.
Also, like you'd expect
from Zelda, one of the main
draws is the interesting plot.
Things start off peacefully
enough, with Link working

at a .small ranch, but soon he
finds his town under attack
by strange bfack creatures
chat can cover entire parts
of the world in twilight. .
While most people become
spirits in these areas, Link
appears as a wolf, which for
some reason means he's the
one who will save the world
(or that's what we're told,
anyway). I would say more,
but I don't want to spoil .
anything else, and I haven't
gotten very far in the first
place.
On the bad side, if you
don't like wandering through .
maze-like dungeons, stay ·
away, because you're going
to get nine of them. In these
dungeons, you have to go
searching for lots of keys,
solve lots of puzzles and kill
lots of the same enemies in ·
the same rooms over and
over again. This is all rather
dull and tedious to me, but
I'm someone who likes fastpaced first person shooters,
so depending on your tastes,
the mazes might actually be
a good thing.
Also, remember Link's
wolf form I mentioned
earlier? While it's fun to use,
it feels too much like the
human form. For example,
combat works almost exactly
the same, and the new skills

don't alter the gameplay that
much. There's not much
point in having two forms if ·
they both play so. much alike.
Furthermore., the game
feels t90 easy most of the
time. Most of the puzzles
aren't especially hard, and
even most boss fights lack
challenge. In fact, every
dungeon has a special item
or weapon, ~d once you get
it, you. can solve almost any .
problem you run into in that
dungeon with it, including
the boss. This means you
don't even have to guess what
tool to use. Also, combat
is rather simple and lacks .
depth. W ith mc;>st enemies,
all you have to do is hit them·
with your sword..In all fairness though; there are. hard
parts and trickier enemies,
and they do increase in
frequency as the game carries
on.
A lot of these positives
and negatives aren't unique to
"Twilight;" they were also in
"Ocarina." This ties into how ·
the rWo feel and play in such
a similar manner. Probably
the best way to judge how
much you'll like this game is .
to judge how much you like
"Ocarina ofTime." If you
like "Ocarina," go for "Twilight" for sure. If you didn't,
stay away.
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Amy Stroup performs songs from her album,"Chasing Green
Lights;' March 23 at Midnight Oil. Stroup toured nationally.
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the role 9f Sparro~'s Vlijfe,: .. :•.. as kindli~g in.the writer's
. Agatha. She ·aiso·played Fab.r-·.-·'.·ptot-twist-loving flame.
rizia, Fingerling'slover, in
·'Great supporting actors
".
at do you get · the book.
are what make a good fi lm
when you hav.e
The ·general plot was
great. I supf>ose that in the
hree movie
pretty intriguing and helped case of this film, great supporting actors cowd have
1ckets at seven . to maintain a sense of tension for a decent portion of · made a bad film mediodollars a piece, plus two
thumbs down? 'The Numthe movie. The good things . ere. Bad supporting acting,
about the movie, however, . · among other things, made
ber 23."
"The Number 23," starpi:etty much end there. .
this movie just plain annoyring Jim Carrey, is a movie
Though the plot was ining.
in Whia;h Ou:rcy's character, · triguing,. notice I said "for
One of the most anpoy'k..v
· a a ecent portion of die
.ing things ;terns fro~m th:e
Walter Sparrow, ecotnes
completely obsessed with
. movie.'.' HalfWay through
movie's tide. Yes, I know
a book that seems to mir·:the plot started into a very
the name is "The Number
ror his life In many differdi~app9inting downward
· 23," but the wax tJ:iey spun
ent ways. The obsession
spmil. After a.somewhat · . the number really 1rked
couldn't gee what they
with the book is rooted in
tension-filled first half of the me. You may think from
wanted to add up to 23. The
the number 23, which takes movie, the story line was · · the preview of the movie
whole number thing was
stretched c.o try and incor-that the number will just
over the life of the book's ·
really stretched and made
character; Fingerling .(also · porate plot twists. These
show up everywhere and
the movie quite irritating,
twists really ate all the tenthat's tne end of it. Wrong.
played by Carre}"); and·" :·
especially
when the actors
eventually the life of Sparsion the movie had going
They make the movie into
row.
for it and spoiled the rest of math class, doing ridiculous sounded so fake about it;
Carrey fit his role _perfect- the rest of the movie. The ·
amounts of adding sequenc- they didn't make the number
theme believable at all.
ly and did a wonderful job
writer seemed as if he wantes to result in the number
All in all, you may want
of (>laying two characters •
ed plot twists so that he er23. Having the number ranto
save
your money for
rantly threw them in there,
domly re-occur in scenery
in ihe movie while giving
something
more worthwhile
which really took away one
and such is one thing, but
them distinct and recognizthan this movie. I suggest
able identities. I wasn't quite of the only good things the
looking for ways to m athemovie had going.
matically derive the number, an hourglass; it's mucn more
sure if he'd be able to pull
off a serious character conThough the lead actors
through important dates for fun to watch. Even the writer could spin the number 23
instance, is a whole other
sidering he hasn't portrayed
did a nice job in their roles,
out of an hourglass. Though:
many of them, but he did
.the supporting actors were
story - and a bad one at
"Well,
one hourglass equals
quite weak; none of them
that.
so surprisingly well. Virone hour. There are 24 hours
ginia Madsen also did a nice · really had specific identi- .
. The number 23 wasn't
in a day, and 24 minus one
ties. The actors were just out . even used sometimes; they
job in the movie, playing
is 23!" Give me a break.
there taking up camera time would use 32 because they

. BRAND.ON HIGGINS
student reporter
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· Magazine Dedicated To "Fantasy Baseball" Fans
JACOB SPILLMAN
student reporter

W

ile a number
f students on
am(>US filled
ut their brackets in preparation for M arch
M adness, another breed
of sports fans researched a
different game in its own
entirety. These are students
who, almost religiously, (>articipate in fantasy baseball,
and if you are one of those

people, I've got just the tool
for you: Beckett's Fantasy
Baseball 2007 Draft G uide.
This magazine is packed
with stats to help you decide
which players to keep an
eye on and which players to
stay away from. Even if you
do not rarticipate in fantasy
basebal but are simply a dieh ard baseball fan, you may
also want to check out this
magazme.
I realize many of you are
probably wondering how

a draft guide magazine, of
all things, could possibly be
interesting, thinking all you
will find in it are people saring "Take this person, dont
take this other one." Yes,
obviously, the main focus
of a draft guide magazine
is to tell you which players
are most likely to help you
win in your league, but there
is also a number of[ages
dedicated to up-an -coming
prospects. They also provide
when they are expected to

make their Major League
debuts.
Th.ls is one of the most
interesting sports m agazines
I've read in some time. It's
nice for once not to have to
shuffle through pages of stories and interviews of overpaid, whiny superstars and
their dramatic lifestyles and
be able to just read about realistic expectations of,players
and which "no-names will ·
soon be "household names.''
One of the big selling

points for the magazine,
outside of the 160 pages of
in-depth analysis, is that by
purdiasing it you are given
a code to sign up for a free
fantasy baseball team on
www.head2head.com, which
is worth about $25.
According to the magazine, if you are serious about
fantasy baseball you should
have started yo ur research
back in January. If you're like
me, however, and are not a
seasoned veteran of fantasy

baseball and have just started
your research, start cramming because other people
are a step ahead of you. You
can pick: your copy up at
Wal-Mart in the magazine
section for $6.99. I recommend it to all baseball fans,
fantasy or otherwise, for a
great, insightful read. To
those of you who purchase
Beckett's Fantasy Baseball
2007 Draft Guide as a tool
to help improve your team, I
wish you the best of luck.

·Your dad will love getting a bill
from us .because he will know
that w~ tiJok good care of you.

(And you didn.' t have to worry about the money!)
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Relient K Proves To Be Reliable
"The Anatomy of Tongue
in Cheek" but that was
the extent of my knowledge. My research informed
've never been a fan of
me that while the Canton,
cont~mporary Christian
music - rock or other- Ohio band has been known
wise. I'll blame it on my for unique vocals, a lightuncertainty as to my opinion hearted sense of humor and
playful lyrics, they've also
on what music is considered worship and whether or collected three consecutive
gold albums, the last as a
not instruments should be
result of their 2004 release
utilized, but that's another
"mmhmm." Suddenly, I
column all together. Relient
have to give Relient K more
K released their fifth album
credibility than I originally
in seven years.
March 6 on Capitol/EM! intended.
"Five Score and SevRecords, wittingly called
en Years Ago" delivers 14
"Five Score and-Seven Years
tracks in wbich not one
Ago," and, although I know
song sounds like any other.
very little about die band,
However, the topic matter
I'm satisfied with my first
is apparent in the lyrics, as
real taste of it.
the oand seemed to have
Sure, I know the words
two things on their mind
to "Sadie Hawkins Dance"
from the band's 2001 release while writing their tracks:
KRYSTLE BOISE
student reporter

I

religion and love.
The album be~ins with
"Plead the Fifth,' a story
about a man who believes
John Wilkes Booth was innocent of Lincoln's death
but would not admit to
his opinion on the stand
- thus, pleading the fifth.
The second trad{, "Come
Right Out and Say It" is less
narrative, a song about not
beating around the bush.
I never would have
guessed the band's religious
convictions until I heard the
third track called "I Need
You." This song is a simple,
yet abrasive cry to God For
security and guidance - a
feeling each one of us can
relate to. Two tracks later,
Relient K dabbles in the
same religious undertones
in the dark yet redemptive

song "Forgiven."
In between those rwo
songs is a light-hearted love
song with sweet lyrics. "The
Best Thing" would have
made the perfect addition to
a Valentine's Day mix tape,
besides being half a month
too late. And following "Forgiven" is the album's first radio single "Must Have Done
Somediing Right." The song
is intensely catchy, and the
lyrics are sickeningly cute
about an undeserving boy
and his unrequited love for a
girl far out of his lea~e.
Back to religion, Devastation Reform" is a dark
song about the cycle of
self-destruction and making amends only to self-destruct again but praising
God for the storm and stress
of everyday life. ''I'm'Taking

Yon with Me" swings back
to the topic of love interests,
and leads in another standout track, "Faking My Own
Suicide."
The final stretch of the album lost my attention until
the last track, an 11-minute
ode called "Deathbed." It
details a man near his death,
looking back on the fortunes
and misfortunes of his life.

Then the smooth, soft voice
of Jesus, as portraye_d by Jon
Foreman of Switchfoot, calls
the man to heaven.
Relient K's stumbled onto
something with this album.
They tapped into raw emotions about subjects that
people deal with throughout
their entire lives - integrity,
faith and love. And if nothing else, I recommend this
CD solely based on the album's kicker, the perfect scenario of what awaits us all at
the end of our lives. I won't
pretend that I've been a diehard fan from the beginning;
up until I purchased this
album, I was disinterested.
But what I have discovered
in "Five Score and Seven
Years Ago" is a solid offering
regardless of where their music started.

Open House

What
Of It?

Talk Shows
Talk Too Much

A

mericans abuse the
First Amendment.
Yes, I do believe
itizens have the
right to voice their opinions, but only if there is a
purpose behind them. I'm
not talking about politics or
global issues. I'm certainly
not referring to people taking a stance on conservative
or1iberal views. I'm speaking of the people out there
that someliow got a hold of
a microphone and decided
they were going to start talking whether we (the public)
li.Ked it or not, regardless of
if they even have a point.
Generally, if someone is
yacking and I find it annoying, common sense
would tell me to A. turn
the channel; B. stop reading
the article or C. walk away
from the person, but what
about when you get stuck?
CHELSEA ROBERSON/The Bison
For instance, I don't find
Freshman Sarah Vinzant, sophomore Jacob Schroeder and freshman Marisa Smith throw a nylon ball back and forth March 25
the need to subscribe to TV
during women's open house. Open house provided opportunities for friends to fellowship with one another.
Guide when I'm in college
and don't watch programs
on a regular basis. For the
ones I do watch, I already
know when they come on.
So when that spare time
does present itself and I take
to the devil as a boy to save
Steven Johnson's shouladvantage by turninp on
DEREK MCCORMICK
his father who was dying
student reporter
the television, I don t know
ders, as he wrote the movie
of cancer. Cage's character
what's playing. What do I
as well. The script is bland
later in life becomes a modon't really like superand does nothing for me.
do? I turn to the TV Guide
torcycle stunt driver who
heroes. I think movies
The only funny parts, that
channel. Sure, this may seem
is capable of walking from
made from comics are
were meant to be so, were
like a simple thing and some
every crash unscathed . Every
boring and are a dismay be wondering what on
the ones inspired by Cage.
night when the moon comes
grace to theatrical art. There
earth this has to do with
Many other parts of the
out, he turns into a fieryis nothing so great about
movie were funny, but
free speech. Well, I turned
headed motorcycle daredevil
to this channel to find out
I'm sure that Johnson had
someone who is "super"
who fights for justice. Throw
what was on, not to watch
meant for those parts to be
fighting evil; it shou1d be
this channel, and yet, there
in Johnny Blaze's girlfriend
serious action sequences.
expected of someone who is
Roxanne Simpson, played by
This is one of those mov- I am stuck watching the bar
imf enetrable.
ies that is either meant to be scroll through the programs
stuck "Ghost Rider" out Eva Mendes, and the recipe
is met for a lame movie.
nonetheless, and just as I
scary for kids or for those
as slow as humanly possible,
The next thing that
suspected, another predictolder viewers who don't relistening to wannabe talk
able film about good battling caught my attention was the ready is, then why spend
ally know much about the
show hosts bashing anyone
the extra money on it?
horrible computer generaevil. The only difference was
cinema and get a kick out
and everyone because they
When Johnny Blaze transtions of the flaming skull
different characters and a
of it. I can't really see what
can.
forms into the chain-wieldsup_erhero who had a slightly and all that went with it.
I'm not even sure who
the appeal is, especially for
ing fiend, the CGI comI'm not one to down on
different gift.
those who see it on referral.
these people are, but someCommon Gateway Interfer- pletely overwhelmed his
For those who do not
My advice is this: if you
how they acquired a show
being and he looked totally
ence, that is if it enhances
and just started talking.
want to learn the full story
know what a Marvel movie
out of place.
the movie, but if it makes
Sometimes they attempt to
of Johnny Blaze and his
is made of, here is the plot:
I would say the blame
the movie out to be even
quest to defeat evil, read the be Joan and Melissa RivJohnny Blaze, played by
rests fully on director Mark
more ridiculous than it alers by critiquing Hollywood
Nicolas Cage, sold his soul
comic book.
fashion and other times they
single-out a show or a specific person in a show and
L
l
6
8
£
L
9
completely trash talk them.
Not the kind of trash talk
where they discuss what aw8
£
9
L
l
L
6
fui things someone did, but
this is strictly making fun of
g
9
L
6 L
l
£
someone. Did these people
regress to fourth graders on
the
playground at recess?
g
SOJJUJ'] JP UOU!N9
L l
£
6
L
Next thing you know, they
will be pulling each others' hair, sticking out their
6
l
L
8
9
L
£
tongues and chanting!nana
nana boo boo." Seriously,

Popular Comic Turns Into Bad Movie
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"I'm not even sure who these
people are, but somehow
they acquired a show and just
· started talking:'
what ever happened to tact?
Sure, there is always going
to be Hollywood gossip, but
this goes beyond that. It isn't
gossip when someone attacks
someone's physical appearance or their personality; I'm
pretty sure that falls more •
along the lines of malice. ,
Who really has that right?
Talk shows are nothing
new. They have been on television for years and on the
radio before that. I would be
naive if I said, "Let's all coexist in harmony, and everyone should feel the same way
about every issue." In fact,
I find it interesting to hear
what different people around
the world think about particular issues and why.
If you happen to be
someone wlio can make a
living talking about what
you think about life, congratulations, but that should
not include your feuds with
other public figure-heads.
Yes, it does make good television, and the late night
talk shows and Saturday
Night Live have a field day
afterward, but what has really been accomplished? No
one reflects on the issue and
thinks, "Man, they sure did
stand up for something."
There was nothing to stand
up for. Squabbles between
celebrities are just that.
There is a difference between discussing what is going on in the world, whether
that is political matters or
Hollywood gossip (not that
I condone gossip) . My real
problem concerns people using the excuse of free speech
to voice their dislike of a
person, not what they did,
but who they are. Maybe I
am a little naive thinking
this can be changed, but really, we've pushed the envelope again and again trying
to see how much. we can say.
Yes, technically the law gives
anyone who knows how to
speak the right to do so as
long as that person does not
infringe on another person's
rights. I also have the right
to wear oversized neon shirts
of the 80s, complete with
the stirrup pants and the
leg warmers, but I certainly
don't exercise that right. Just
as much as we have the right
to voice our opinion, we
have the equal right not to
say anything.

"Battle Of The Bands"
8 p.m.
Warehouse 21 56
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